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COVER PAGE 

1. Case Study Title:  _______________________________________________________ 

2. Case Study Category (Select only one, selection identified by highlighting your choice):  

Planning for Your Future   Creating an Inclusive Community 

Reinventing Local Government  Community Networks 

Blinders 

3. Jurisdiction Name: ______________________________________________________ 

4. Jurisdiction Population (US Census): ________________________________________ 

5. Would you like the application to be considered for our Rapid Fire Session? (Rapid Fire 
presentations are fast-paced, entertaining, interactive presentations. Each jurisdiction 
will have five minutes to make their presentations using 15 PPT slides set on auto-
forward primarily containing photos/graphics. Participants will be seated at round tables 
to facilitate an energetic idea exchange.  A cash bar will be available.) 

 YES     NO 

6. Project Leader (Primary Contact for case study notification): 
Name: _____________________________________________________________________ 
Title: ______________________________________________________________________ 
Department: ________________________________________________________________ 
Phone Number: _____________________________________________________________ 
eMail: _____________________________________________________________________ 
US Mail Address, including zip code: _____________________________________________ 
Twitter Account: _____________________________________________________________ 
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1. Presentation title and description of the innovation. 100 word maximum. 

 

 

2. When and how was the program, policy or initiative originally conceived in your 
jurisdiction? 100 word maximum. 

 

 

3. How exactly is the program or policy innovative? How has your innovation changed 
previous processes, products or services? 100 word maximum. 

 

 

4.  Explain how the program or initiative substantially stretched or improved the boundaries 
of ordinary governmental operations. 200 word maximum. 

  

 

5. What individuals or groups are considered the primary initiators of your program? How 
does the innovation engage stakeholders or demonstrate high performance teaming? 
Were strategic partnerships and/or community networks developed as a result of the 
innovation? 200 word maximum. 

 

 

6. If a private consultant was used please describe their involvement, identify the 
consultant and/or firm and provide contact information. 100 word maximum. 

 

 

7. To what extent do you believe your program or policy initiative is potentially replicable 
within other jurisdictions and why? To your knowledge, have any other jurisdictions or 
organizations established programs or implemented policies modeled specifically on this 
project? Please provide verification of the replication. 200 word maximum. 

 

 

8. What were the costs? What were the savings? 100 word maximum. 

 



 

9. Please describe the most significant obstacle(s) encountered thus far by your program. 
How have they been dealt with? Which ones remain? 200 word maximum. 

 
 
 
10. What outcomes did this program or policy have? What baseline data did you collect? 

How did you measure the change based on the intervention, and why do you believe in 
the credibility of this assessment? 200 word maximum. 

 
 
 
11. Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please list 

the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum. 
 
 
 
12. Please provide web links where the innovation can be seen/tested (in the case of 

something that is web-based) 100 word maximum. 
 
 
 
13. Please provide any key references and their contact information who can be 

interviewed/called to discuss the innovation and its impact. 100 word maximum. 

 

 

14. You’ve been to a lot of conferences. TLG should be a unique experience for everyone. 
Describe how your case study presentation will be different than other conference 
presentations. 200 word maximum. 
 How will you make the session creative and unique? 
 How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational? 
 Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/or 

interaction. 
 

 

15. Anything else you would like to add? 200 word maximum. 

 

 

 

 


	Case Study Title: A Monstrous Undertaking:  All of Your TLG 2015 Public Engagement Ideas Assembled into One Terrifying Strategy
	Jurisdiction Name: City of San Antonio
	Jurisdiction Population US Census: 2014 estimate is 1,416,291
	Name: Bryan Layton
	Department: Office of Management & Budget / Office of Innovation
	Phone Number: (210) 207-8114
	US Mail Address including zip code:  Municipal Plaza Building, 114 W. Commerce St., 10th Floor, San Antonio, Texas 78205
	Twitter Account: @InnovateSA
	Yes: Yes
	No: Off
	Title: Assistant Director
	Email: bryan.layton@sanantonio.gov
	Addt'l Presenters: 
	Response for Question 3: Prior community engagement consisted entirely of one approach—traditional audience-style, community meetings hosted by the City.  For the FY2016 budget, we turned the old strategy on its head and made it one component of a larger strategy.  We devised a campaign built on clear and recognizable branding, and multiple new input opportunities targeted to reach a wider audience.  Realizing that people like to communicate in different ways, we created many different ways to “Speak Up,” while maintaining a central brand and message.  The new process completely changed how we communicate, who we communicate with and where we communicate with them.*  *See answer to question #4 for specifics on the new tactics employed. 
	Response to Question 2: The campaign was inspired by speakers and workshops at the Alliance's 2015 TLG Conference in Phoenix and conceived immediately after the conference in April.  City staff had been discussing changes to our budget engagement process for over a year without much traction. The conference was the catalyst needed to devise and sell innovative change.  We pulled together our favorite ideas from the sessions on engagement and branded it #SASpeakUp.  When selling the new cocept, we explained that it was based on emerging best practices compiled from cities across the Country, helping us win over even our most risk-adverse leaders.  
	Response to Question 1: A Monstrous Undertaking:  All of Your TLG 2015 Public Engagement Ideas Assembled into One Terrifying Strategy To ensure City officials develop a budget that represents the entire community’s priorities, the City of San Antonio created a campaign in FY 2016 to mobilize demographics we weren’t hearing from.  The campaign, #SASpeakUp, incorporated all the great public engagement ideas we heard at the 2015 TLG Conference – no small undertaking.  We will use this experience to demonstrate the value of TLG conferences and how you can creatively piece together new ideas in your city, even if those changes are scary.
	Response to Question 4: We changed traditional meetings as being the primary source for resident input to having meetings as one of many opportunities for engagement.  For online engagement, we built a user-friendly website; created four social media accounts; and livestreamed meetings to answer online questions.  For in-person engagement, we offered meetings, public hearings and “MeetUps”.  At a MeetUp staff would go to a place a group was already meeting. We targeted demographics we hadn’t heard from before, like university classes and young professional groups.  In total, we provided 39 in-person opportunities, compared to 12 the previous year.  There were many other changes, including: an online budget balancing simulator for residents; the meeting format changed from the traditional audience-style to an “open house” format where residents could have a more interactive experience; and we made the budget “come to life” through “Speak Up” videos made by employees, residents and City Council members who told their stories of the services they love providing and why input matters.  Finally, we branded the campaign as a whole so that all of these different components were consistent, catchy and youthful.  Our goal was to create a brand that is easily recognizable to everyone.* *Please see supporting documents for more detail on the components of the campaign and branding.
	Response to Question 5: With City leadership’s request to improve budget community engagement, the Office of Innovation initiated the campaign.This innovation engaged stakeholders and demonstrated high-performance teaming because it required a lot of collaboration in order to be successful.  In order to launch the campaign, the Office of Innovation worked closely with staff from the Communications department to create the brand, design the website, establish a social media presence, and create “speak up” videos.  In addition, we had a number of other stakeholders we worked with throughout the campaign including:  Councilmembers; City Manager’s Office; Department leadership and their communications personnel; organizations that hosted MeetUps; local “thought leaders” who helped encourage input; and we continually worked with residents to get their feedback on what adjustments were needed to the campaign. From this effort, we created relationships and networks that were not there before.  Having these strategic partnerships in place, from both within and without the organization, will get the campaign off to a running start for the FY 2017 budget process.
	Response to Question 6: The Office of Innovation worked with Engaged Public to create the “online balancing act budget simulator.”  Engaged Public created the simulator based on direction and information provided by our office. During the second phase of engagement – after the budget was proposed – we worked with KGBTexas, a public relations firm, to assist with execution of the community engagement plan. Contact Information:Engaged PublicKevin Amirehsani, Policy & Program Manager(303) 547.3707kevin@engagedpublic.comKGBTexasJonathan Gurwitz, Director of Public Affairs(210) 826.8899jonathang@kgbtexas.com
	Response to Question 7: The campaign is definitely replicable in other jurisdictions; because many of the tactics we used were replicated from TLG 2015.  We will help attendees analyze the needs of their own communities, and based on that foundation, build a comprehensive engagement strategy.  Attendees will replicate how best to brand their campaign, leverage technology, and build partnerships in order to get their residents involved.  There is not a “one size fits all” approach when it comes to engagement, but utilizing a strategic campaign framework that incorporates various tools will be effective for any jurisdiction. We will discuss emerging tools that cities can begin using immediately, such as the Balancing Act simulation.  This budget simulator is easily customized and branded, and could be replicated as a key online component of budget engagement for any jurisdiction. Because it is SAAS, costs can be kept low and predictable because the vendor is responsible for maintenance and upgrades.
	Response to Question 8: The campaign was essentially cost-neutral in the first year; however, we expect to see cost-savings in the future.  First, as we continue to build our social media presence, we can phase out some traditional media advertisements which are very expensive.  Second, we’d like to move away from the City-hosted meeting model which can be expensive to market, set-up and staff, and replace this in-person input with more MeetUps, which require less staffing and are more cost effective.
	Response to Question 9: First, we were on a very short timeline to roll-out a completely new strategy – which had its advantages and disadvantages. We had one month to conceive, organize, get the necessary approvals, prepare and roll-out the strategy. The advantage of being under such a tight timeline is that there was little time for apprehension and second-guessing.  However, it was very difficult to plan and execute a completely new comprehensive strategy in one month. The second obstacle was internal bureaucracy.  We needed to help leadership understand the new plan and feel comfortable with the risk involved with change.  We also needed buy-in from internal partners, such as the communications department and department leadership.  Because we were short on time, it was difficult to get all of these people onboard effectively.Finally, we had to deal with stakeholders who thought we were doing too much too soon.  There were times the new plan was scaled back, which limited the effectiveness of the overall strategy.  However, as these stakeholders began to see how these new tactics worked, they eventually bought in and most of our ideas were implemented by the second phase of engagement in August. We hope to fully implement and expand our vision in FY 2017. 
	Response to Question 10: Measuring the change in resident engagement was a fairly straightforward process.  The data we used to determine success was the amount of input received and the number of interactions in-person and online.  Our baseline data came from the previous budget season.  During the FY2015 budget input process: • 575 residents attended in-person input opportunities • 715 comments were received With the SASpeakUp campaign, for the FY 2016 process this year:• 1,531 residents attended in-person, and another 169 residents viewed livestream webcasts of the Open House meetings• 2,377 comments were received• 2,968 engagements on social media* (clicks, likes, retweets, favorites, etc.)• 7,784 page views of the SASpeakUp.com website* with 2,973 unique visitors *No baseline data available because use of social media and a dedicated website were new for FY 2016
	Response to Question 11: A vast amount of the coverage came from social media – local politicians, community organizations and thought leaders actively promoted the campaign via their Facebook, Instagram and Twitter accounts with the hashtag #SASpeakUp.  Here is a link to the hashtag’s feed on Twitter:  https://twitter.com/hashtag/SASpeakup?src=hash   Slate Communications used the SASpeakUp campaign in their recent Alliance for Innovation Webinar as an example of how communities can do a great job of “telling their story,” please see:  http://transformgov.org/en/CalendarEvent/101226/Tell_Our_Story.  (recording not available at time of application submission)Also, we received press coverage from reputable local online news organizations, which can be viewed here:  (1) Rivard Report:  http://therivardreport.com/budgeting-for-the-future-in-a-millennial-boomtown/(2) NOWCastSA:  http://nowcastsa.com/blogs/san-antonians-speak-spend-more-safer-streets-and-sidewalks-less-police-and-fire-union-contractFinally, we received national coverage, as seen here:  (1) BigThink.com:  http://bigthink.com/design-for-good/how-about-you-give-your-city-a-hand-in-balancing-its-budget(2) Sunlight Foundation:  https://sunlightfoundation.com/blog/2015/08/31/opengov-voices-bringing-understanding-and-engagement-to-public-budgets/
	Response to Question 12: SASpeakUp website:  http://www.saspeakup.com/Budget balancing simulator:  http://sanantonio-tx.abalancingact.com/SASpeakUp social media pagesTwitter: https://twitter.com/SASpeakUpFacebook:  https://www.facebook.com/pages/SASpeakUp/1163838546975045 Instagram:  https://instagram.com/saspeakup/ YouTube videos City Council:  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkplWqI2-TOCt0hUPmakljHgg9BkDg-jEEmployees:  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkplWqI2-TOBc9MTY0MX4baRUbXviL0AsResidents:  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkplWqI2-TODHOjT2khr0JxlqbEvsTjeQ 
	Response to Question 13: Jeff Coyle, Director of Government & Public Affairs, City of San Antoniojeff.coyle@sanantonio.gov(210) 207-7910Charlotte-Anne Lucas, Managing Director, NOWCastSAcalucas@nowcastsa.org(210) 859.2359Kevin Amirehsani, Policy and Program Manager, Engaged PublicKevin@engagedpublic.com(303) 547-3707
	Response to Question 14: How will you make the session creative and unique?The session will have a unique presentation format and creative theme.  We will use an “open house format,” so the presentation will have different characteristics than a typical presentation.  Our theme is “Frankenstein” – just as Frankenstein was a composite of many parts, our engagement plan was a composite of different engagement ideas we learned from the TLG 2015 Conference, all assembled into one “monstrous” strategy.  This theme conveys our underlying message about the value of TLG conferences and how you can creatively piece together new ideas in your city, even if those changes are scary. • How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational?Our presentation will provide the same experience as the SASpeakUp campaign.  Having the presentation similar to our budget open house will allow attendees to experience how those meetings worked and the benefits.  Next, we will have a live Twitter feed and livestream via Periscope, to show the importance of reaching in-person and virtual audiences.  We will also partner with Kevin Amirehsani from Engaged Public to demonstrate how their engagement tool worked with our overall strategy.  Finally, we plan to have a “Speak Up photo booth” where attendees can take pictures/videos explaining which city service they love. We will post these clips to social media to demonstrate how easy and fun it can be.   • Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/orinteraction.All activities mentioned will be interactive and there will also be a group activity where each group will build their own “Frankenstein strategy”. 
	Response to Question 15: Please see the supporting documentation attached:• Press release• SASpeakUp poster• SASpeakUp informational flyer


